
ON Culture Guides is a window onto Ontario’s cultural
landscape. Through a growing roster of evergreen guides, our
mission is to lead the way to public art, heritage
spaces, and natural beauty found across the province. It’s
the perfect resource for staycationers, and a way to explore
Ontario from home.

Building off of Ontario Culture Days’ massive audience of
725,000 attendees, our audience is passionate about cultural 
pursuits. We are also able to tap into a sprawling
network of partners, organizers, and artists in order to 
disseminate our itineraries across the province.

Post-launch, we’ve received considerable demand from local 
governance and cultural organizations throughout Ontario
seeking their own Culture Guide. This demand ensures that
we are constantly working to explore new communities and
develop exciting new itineraries. 

ON CULTURE GUIDES



Our Audience Readership & Distribution

Based on our 2019 festival demographics, we can 
glean the following about our audience:

Our audience is largely young, diverse, educated, and 
have disposable income. They have
aspirations of a lifestyle with travel and freedom from 
traditional work. They value cultural institutions and 
recognize their role in creating a thriving society.

At present, ON Culture Guides online 
readership is growing at a steady pace following 
a massive opening, garnering 1000s of views 
every month. In our first two months alone, 
we’ve accrued ~11,400 views on the website.

Audience retention is also on the rise, with 35% 
of our audience returning regularly to enjoy our 
content. This is a significant increase from the 
17-18% retention at the outset.

At present, we release one-two new guides 
every month as well as 1 blog post per week.
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Between the 
ages of 18 to 34.

Household income
of $50K or higher.

College-level
education or higher.

New immigrants,
visible minorities, or 

Indigenous.



Digital Ad Placement

There are a number of 
solutions available for marquee 
advertisements on the home page. 
These solutions range from simple 
banner ads, to video embedding, 
to small profile pieces. 

An embedded video ad would be 
a short commercial or promo spot 
(30 seconds or less) which would 
autoplay once scrolled over. 
 
The profile piece combines an 
image with a short blurb about 
your organizations efforts to 
support arts & culture initiatives 
like ours.

All options would be hyperlinked.



Digital Ad Placement

There is significant flexibility 
for ad integration within the 
guides and blog posts. Traditional 
banners in varying heights and 
widths are available, as are assets 
within bodies of text.

Content-specific ad tie-ins are also 
available in several formats.

A three up solution for offerings and experiences 
related to a guide or blog post is available. This 
includes a thumbnail, a category, and a blurb. 
 
Closer to the bottom of a guide, there is a carousel 
available just ahead of the itinerary’s summary. 
Here too, we have a preference offerings and 
experiences related to the content of the guide.



Digital Ad Specs

- All assets should be in either the JPEG or 
PNG format

- All assets should be in the RGB colour space

- All assets should not exceed 150 KB in size

- All assets must match the above dimensions 
where applicable

- All assets must be accompanied by a verified 
hyperlink

1500 x 500

970 x 250

728 x 90

300 x 250

300 x 600
300 x 1000

Your ads can run in one of our growing number of digital travel guides, or in one of our blog posts. The placement of an ad is at 
our sole discretion.  Ad rates are available upon request.

For more information, please contact kevin.valbonesi@culturedays.ca.


